INTRODUCTION
There has been an explosion of molecular interaction data in recent years, and relevant information is available from many sources. Unfortunately, these data sources are inconsistent in the syntax, nomenclature and semantics that they use. Further, the annotations provided by different sources vary in scope ranging from experimental technique to molecular context. The MiMI molecular interaction repository integrates and normalizes data from multiple sources using an intelligent merging approach based on alignment of hierarchical data structures (Jayapandian et al., 2007) . In addition, MiMI annotates interactions using MeSH, OMIM and the Gene Ontology.
Cytoscape is a widely used open source software tool for the analysis of biomolecular interaction networks (Shannon et al., 2003) . Cytoscape began as a standalone tool, but the power of Cytoscape is most apparent when it is coupled to databases of protein-protein, protein-DNA and genetic interactions. With plugins to query specific interaction databases (Cerami et al., 2006; Salwinski and Eisenberg, 2007) , pathway repositories (Ferro et al., 2007; Le Fevre et al., 2007) and model organism repositories (Avila-Campillo et al., 2007; Shannon et al., 2006) , Cytoscape can access a great deal of data, but integrating data between sources * To whom correspondence should be addressed. remains a major challenge. Here, we describe the MiMI plugin for Cytoscape to visualize, annotate and disseminate molecular interaction information retrieved from the MiMI integrated molecular interaction repository. MiMI normalizes data across many of the most widely used repositories for molecular interaction data and integrates interactions with multiple sources of annotation. The MiMI Plugin for Cytoscape is distributed using the Cytoscape Plugin Manager and is now one of the most popular downloads from the Cytoscape site.
OVERVIEW

MiMI plugin and MiMI database
The MiMI repository gathers data from multiple data sources (Supplementary Table S1 ) and uses an intelligent integration strategy that aligns hierarchical data structures on shared elements ('deep merging'). Important enhancements to the MiMI resource include an RDBMS implementation to facilitate multi-user and arbitrary query functionality, the inclusion of KEGG and Reactome pathway data, resolution of many more molecular identifiers from source databases to standard gene names and the addition of MeSH as well as GO annotations on interactions. Annotation of interaction type varies between different source databases. Where possible, the MiMI database normalizes interaction types to the PSI standard Molecular Interaction Ontology (Orchard et al., 2007) . Where source repositories specified interaction types not represented in the PSI ontology, extensions to the standard have been proposed.
The MiMI plugin communications with the MiMI database using a PHP server that acts as a database interface. The interface is implemented using stored procedures to modularize the code and avoid embedding of SQL queries in PHP scripts. In this way, the database query is isolated from the Cytoscape MiMI plugin. This allows changes and upgrades to be made to the database without affecting the MiMI plugin.
In order to improve plugin performance, we generate precomputed tables for MiMI. Query processing and data retrieval based on precomputed tables takes ∼21 s for a network with 1004 nodes and 6234 edges with 15 types of node attributes, and 7 types of edge attributes. Queries were performed using Cytoscape v2.6.0 J.Gao et al. 
The MiMI plugin user interface
Users can begin a session by uploading interactions from the MiMI server using the MiMI plugin to specify a seed list of genes, optionally filtered by species, molecule type and data source. Alternatively, users can load a file containing gene name into the MiMI plugin. After the user has loaded a set of genes, they can use the MiMI plugin to retrieve different interaction views. The MiMI plugin allows users to query interactions by finding nearest neighbors. In addition, the plugin can optionally retrieve interactions only amongst the query set of genes, or between neighbors shared by more than one gene in the query set.
To facilitate navigation of complex networks, the MiMI plugin creates a custom visual style in Cytoscape that distinguishes between the seed nodes and neighboring nodes using different node colors and shapes. Users can iteratively extend a network by double clicking on selecting nodes of interest to identify interactions to these nodes that are not yet in the network and can collapse the extended network by double clicking the selected nodes in reverse order of extending ( Fig. 1.1) .
The plugin implements an interactive annotation editor to view attribute information (Fig. 1.2 ) from the MiMI database, modify attribute values and add annotations and URLs to a node or an edge ( Fig. 1.4) . Users' annotations are saved on the MiMI database server for individual users and automatically displayed when the user logs in again. User annotations can also be shared with other users to support collaborative network annotation. The node border color or edge color will be changed to green when users add their annotations to node/edge and make their annotations public.
The MiMI plugin extends the Cytoscape linkout to add links to the MiMI web site, Gene Ontology and MeSH annotations, and the Gene Interaction Network (GIN) service for users to compare and supplement information from MiMI.
Sentence-level PubMed text tagged by genes on the selected edge can be retrieved using the 'BioNLP' item from the Pop-Up menu (Fig. 1.3) . The PubMed database is generated by a pipeline that processes articles retrieved from public abstract repositories (NCBI Pubmed/Pubmed Central) into a standardized format that identifies gene entities within individual sentences. The database is updated nightly. The sentence results can be ranked using a semantic similarity score computed by MEAD (Radev et al., 2001) by clicking 'Sort' in the text window.
Approximate graph match is another way that the MiMI plugin links out from Cytoscape. Users can define a subgraph in a network by the selected nodes and edges, and then apply SAGA (subgraph index for approximate graph alignment) (Tian et al., 2007) to identify similar subgraphs in the KEGG pathway database (Fig. 1.5) .
Tutorials and case studies on the use of the MiMI plugin are available at http://mimiplugin.ncibi.org/.
Since the first release of the MiMI plugin in August 2007, there has been more than 2000 downloads and the number continues to grow. Feedback from this user community provides important guidance to improve both the plugin and MiMI resource.
